In this article we study the quantization and causal properties of a massive spin 3/2 RaritaSchwinger field on spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetimes. We construct Zuckerman's universal conserved current and prove that it leads to a positive definite inner product on solutions of the field equation. Based on this inner product, we quantize the Rarita-Schwinger field in terms of a CAR-algebra. The transversal and longitudinal parts constituting the independent on-shell degrees of freedom decouple. We find a Dirac-type equation for the transversal polarizations, ensuring a causal propagation. The equation of motion for the longitudinal part is also of Dirac-type, but with respect to an 'effective metric'. We obtain that for all four-dimensional FRW solutions with a matter equation of state p = ωρ and ω ∈ (−1, 1] the light cones of the effective metric are more narrow than the standard cones, which are recovered for the de Sitter case ω = −1. In particular, this shows that the propagation of the longitudinal part, although non-standard for ω = −1, is completely causal in cosmological constant, dust and radiation dominated universes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supergravity is a well-motivated extension of Einstein's theory of general relativity and may have interesting consequences for cosmology and particle physics. Specific issues like production mechanisms and properties of gravitino dark matter or the analysis of scattering experiments are best addressed in terms of effective quantum field theory for the fluctuations around appropriate solutions of classical supergravity. While this means Minkowski-space for collider physics, the less symmetric FRW backgrounds are of particular interest for studies of the early universe. A consistent quantum field theory for the gravitino linearized around such supergravity solutions is therefore of great importance for physical applications.
A matter-coupled supergravity with FRW solutions has been proposed and analyzed in detail at the classical level by Kallosh, Kofman, Linde and Van Proeyen [1] [2] [3] . It has been shown that due to the special form of the scalar field potential, the massive gravitino equations are consistent and the propagation is causal on the FRW solutions. However, the quantization of the massive gravitino on spacetimes which are not necessarily Einstein has been discussed only recently [4] , arriving at the conclusion that a consistent quantization is only possible on Einstein spaces, i.e. when the Einstein tensor is proportional to the metric. This statement is based on the non-conservation of the specific gravitino current proposed in [4] , which would lead to inconsistencies when * schenkel@math.uni-wuppertal.de † uhlemann@physik.uni-wuerzburg.de imposing canonical anticommutation relations (CAR).
In this work we improve on this point and show that a consistent quantization of the gravitino on FRW spacetimes is indeed possible. We consider the RaritaSchwinger field in d dimensions without assuming a specific model, but with properties general enough to include the relevant supergravity cases. In particular, we allow for a spacetime-dependent mass as it arises in linearizations of supergravity around non-trivial backgrounds like FRW [1] [2] [3] , but do not fix the dependence a priori. We show that there is a canonical conserved current for the Rarita-Schwinger field on all spacetimes of dimension d ≥ 3. Specializing to the case of d-dimensional spatially flat FRW spacetimes, we prove that the inner product derived from this current is positive definite on solutions of the Rarita-Schwinger equation. In particular, it satisfies non-negativity, the necessary condition for a consistent implementation of CAR emphasized in [4] . We construct the CAR-algebra and discuss causality and the role of supergravity in that respect. We find that the propagation is in general non-standard, yet completely causal on a wide class of FRW spacetimes including dust, radiation and cosmological constant dominated universes. Specifically, the domains of dependence on these spacetimes are in general more narrow than naïvely expected. Timevariations of the mass stretch these domains, eventually arriving at the standard light cones in the supergravity model of [1] [2] [3] .
The outline is as follows: In Section II we review the action, equation of motion and constraints for a massive Rarita-Schwinger field on a d-dimensional spacetime. We derive a current for this field in Section III using variational bicomplex methods [5] [6] [7] and show that this current is conserved. spacetimes we prove in Section IV that the derived inner product is positive when evaluated on solutions of the equation of motion. The quantization is outlined in Section V and a discussion of the causal propagation and the role of supersymmetry is given in Section VI. Examples of cosmological spacetimes allowing for a causal propagation are studied in Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII. Our notation and conventions are summarized in Appendix A.
II. EQUATION OF MOTION AND CONSTRAINTS
We consider a Dirac Rarita-Schwinger field ψ µ on a spacetime of dimension d ≥ 3 with metric signature mostly minus. The action reads
with the Rarita-Schwinger operator
The covariant derivative is
We assume a torsion-free background configuration, i.e. the connection symbols are symmetric Γ 
Contracting the equation of motion R µ [ψ] = 0 with γ µ leads to the on-shell constraint
Acting with D µ on R µ [ψ] = 0 and using (4a) yields the second constraint
where 
Due to the derivative in the second term, (5) is not of Dirac-type [8] and the causal propagation of the RaritaSchwinger field on a generic spacetime is not guaranteed a priori. We will discuss this point further in Section VI and VII.
III. CONSERVED CURRENT
We construct Zuckerman's universal conserved current [5] [6] [7] for the Rarita-Schwinger field using the variational bicomplex. We will verify its conservation explicitly, so the reader may also pass directly to (11) .
The basic idea of the variational bicomplex is to consider functions and differential forms on the product space M × S, with M being spacetime and S the space of field configurations (this can be made precise by using ∞-jet bundles [7] ). The differential forms on M × S can be decomposed into subspaces of a definite horizontal (i.e. spacetime) and vertical (i.e. field space) degree. Likewise, the exterior differential on M × S splits into a horizontal differential d and a vertical differential δ, increasing the horizontal/vertical degree by one.
The starting point of the construction is a Lagrangian described by a (d, 0)-form, i.e. of maximal horizontal degree, on M × S. The Lagrangian form corresponding to the Dirac Rarita-Schwinger action (1) reads
where denotes the Hodge operator, ψ := ψ µ dx µ and
and the normalized n-fold product is denoted by
The vertical exterior derivative of the Lagrangian admits a decomposition
with a unique source form E of degree (d, 1) yielding the equations of motion and Θ of degree (d−1, 1), which is unique up to horizontally exact parts. For the Lagrangian (6) we find
Zuckerman's universal current is defined as the contraction of the (d−1, 2)-form u := δΘ with two Jacobi fields, i.e. solutions of the linearized equations of motion. Since we are considering a linear theory, the Jacobi fields coincide with solutions of the Rarita-Schwinger equation
and contracting with the two Jacobi fields ψ 1 and ψ 2 we obtain the (d−1, 0)-form current
Note that (10) does not depend on the field space coordinates. We pull back (10) to M to obtain a d−1-form current (denoted by the same symbol) on spacetime. From that current on M we define the more familiar one-form
, which reads explicitly
Conservation
, with ∇ µ being the covariant derivative on vector fields. We obtain
In the first line we have used the Leibniz rule for the covariant derivative and D µ ψ ν = D µ ψ ν , and in line two that due to the vielbein postulate D µ γ νµρ = 0. Thus, the current is conserved when evaluated on solutions.
IV. POSITIVITY OF THE INNER PRODUCT
As noted in [4] , non-negativity of the inner product constructed from the current (11) is a necessary condition for a consistent implementation of CAR. This is due to the anticommutator of the smeared quantum fields Ψ µ (f µ ) and Ψ µ (f µ ) being an expression of the form A † A + AA † , which has a non-negative expectation value in any normalized state, see also Section V for more details.
We define the inner product associated to (11) by
where Σ is a Cauchy surface with future-directed unit normal vector field n µ . Splitting µ = (0, m) we choose coordinates such that ds 2 = g 00 dτ 2 + g mn dx m dx n and likewise fix e a 0 = √ g 00 δ a 0 . With a choice of Σ such that n = g 00 ∂ τ the integrand evaluates to
We verify non-negativity of the inner product (13) 
Withk m := k m /|k|, |k| := √ −k n k n and/ k :=k m γ m we find
The constraint (16) in k-space yields the following relation between the traces
With (19) the decomposition (18) becomes
The traceless part Ψ T m comprises (d − 3) · 2 d/2 degrees of freedom and the trace part γ n Ψ n the remaining 2 d/2 . Using this on-shell decomposition, the inner product in Fourier space evaluates to
where
is positive. The integrand is pointwise (in k-space) nonnegative, since in our conventions the spatial metric is negative definite. Thus, for any nonzero solution ψ ≡ 0 the norm is positive, ψ, ψ > 0.
V. QUANTIZATION
Using the inner product (13), we can quantize the Dirac Rarita-Schwinger field on d-dimensional FRW spacetimes analogously to the spin 1/2 Dirac field [10] . We briefly outline the construction of the CAR-algebra and refer for details on fermionic quantization to [8, 10, 11] and references therein.
We denote by Sol the space of spinor solutions of the Rarita-Schwinger equation which are of compact support when restricted to any Cauchy surface. The space Sol of cospinor solutions is defined as the image of Sol under the map Sol f µ → f µ . To the spinor/cospinor solutions we associate smeared field operators via C-linear maps f µ → Ψ µ (f µ ) and f µ → Ψ µ (f µ ). The CAR-algebra is defined as the * -algebra with unit 1 generated by these operators, subject to the relations
with † denoting the involution in the algebra. As pointed out in [4] , non-negativity of the inner product is essential for the CAR (23): Assume any Hilbert space representation of the algebra above. Let f µ ∈ Sol be arbitrary and define A := Ψ µ (f µ ), then (23a) and (23b) imply
From the expectation value in any normalized Hilbert space state |ϕ one concludes
completing the argument. As we have shown in Section IV, for d-dimensional FRW spacetimes the inner product (13) indeed satisfies this necessary condition for a consistent quantization of the Rarita-Schwinger field. The Dirac Rarita-Schwinger field as discussed above amounts to the generic case in d dimensions without imposing restrictions on d. However, if a Majorana condition ψ µ = ψ T µ C is available and used to reduce the Dirac spinor (e.g. in d=4 minimal supergravity), the quantization proceeds in a similar way: We restrict Sol to Majorana solutions Sol maj satisfying f µ = f T µ C. The inner product (13) for Majorana solutions f µ , h µ ∈ Sol maj reads
It is symmetric since Cγ νµρ is anti-symmetric in the cases where a Majorana condition is available, such that
and it is also real
We quantize the Majorana Rarita-Schwinger field in terms of a self-dual CAR-algebra [8, 12] : We associate to the Majorana solutions hermitian smeared field operators via the R-linear map f µ → Ψ µ maj (f µ ). The self-dual CAR-algebra is defined as the * -algebra with unit 1 generated by these operators, subject to the relations
(29)
VI. CAUSALITY AND THE ROLE OF SUPERGRAVITY
In this section we discuss the propagation of the transversal and longitudinal parts of the RaritaSchwinger field on d-dimensional FRW spacetimes [13] . The relevant equations are the constraints (15) and the equation of motion (5), or equivalently (5), (15b) 
The spatial components of (5) give -after using (30) -the equation for the transversal polarizations
Thus, the transversal and longitudinal parts decouple. Note that (31) is a Dirac-type operator and therefore ψ T m propagates causally, see e.g. [8] . In order to understand the causal properties of the longitudinal part χ, we define the 'effective gamma matrices'
They form a Clifford algebra {γ µ eff , γ ν eff } = 2 g µν eff with an 'effective metric' g eff with components g 0µ eff = g 0µ = a −2 δ 0µ and
The numerical coefficients A 1 and A 2 are defined by It is remarkable that the supergravity model discussed in [1] [2] [3] leads to c 2 eff (τ ) ≡ 1 for all d=4 FRW solutions.
This ensures causal propagation of the gravitino on the one hand, but on the other hand also means that the time-varying mass m = e K/2 W exactly compensates the deficit in the effective speed of light from being one, thus leading to standard causal properties. As we will discuss in the next section, also for the Rarita-Schwinger field alone, without the restrictions imposed by the supergravity model, a causal propagation is possible on a variety of FRW spacetimes. This, however, generically involves a time-dependent speed of light c 2 eff (τ ) ≤ 1.
VII. COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES
Within the class of matter models described by the equation of state p = ωρ, ω ∈ R, we identify the d=4 FRW spacetimes on which the Rarita-Schwinger field can propagate causally, and study the time-dependence of the effective speed of light. For a clearer physical interpretation we work in cosmological time t defined by dt = a(τ )dτ , such that the FRW metric reads
As discussed in the previous section, time-variations of the mass give a positive contribution to the effective speed of light and thus can only tighten the restrictions on the background spacetime. We therefore focus on a constant mass m > 0 and identify the spacetimes for which c 2 eff (t) ≤ 1 for all t. Solving Friedmann's equations for the Hubble rate H yields
with constant of integration α = H(0) −1 . The energy density is given by ρ = 3H
2 and the effective speed of light (33) for the longitudinal part becomes
For the special case ω = −1, i.e. de Sitter space, we find c 2 eff (t) ≡ 1 such that the Rarita-Schwinger field propagates with the standard speed of light, as expected. Consider now the case ω = −1, where we set α = 0 such that the cosmological singularity is at t = 0. For t → ±∞ the Hubble rate vanishes and the speed of light c 2 eff approaches 1. Thus, we find standard causal properties at late times. On the other hand, for t → 0 the Hubble rate diverges, such that c 
Interestingly, the matter models used in standard cosmology satisfy ω ∈ [−1, 1] and hence allow for a causal propagation of the Rarita-Schwinger field. We plot the effective speed of light for the cases ω = −1 (cosmological constant), ω = 0 (dust) and ω = 1/3 (radiation) in log(1 + t) }, corresponding to a cosmological constant, dust and radiation dominated FRW universe, respectively. √ ω/(3m |ω + 1|). This means that the longitudinal part of the Rarita-Schwinger field effectively does not propagate over extended spatial distances around these times.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have investigated the massive spin 3/2 RaritaSchwinger field focusing on the properties relevant for quantization. Using the variational bicomplex we have constructed for generic spacetimes of dimension d ≥ 3 a current which is conserved on solutions of the equation of motion. Furthermore, on d-dimensional FRW spacetimes we have shown that the associated inner product is positive definite and therefore allows for a consistent quantization of the Rarita-Schwinger field in terms of a CAR-algebra. This shows that also on non-Einstein spaces a consistent quantization is possible, even without employing the additional structure of a supergravity. We then have studied the propagation of the transversal and longitudinal parts of the Rarita-Schwinger field and found that, while the transversal polarizations propagate causally on all FRW spacetimes, the propagation of the longitudinal part has quite distinct features. Its propagation is characterized by a time-dependent effective speed of light, and demanding causality imposes restrictions on the background spacetime and on time-variations of the mass. This discussion offered an interesting perspective on the role of the time-dependent mass in the supergravity model [1] [2] [3] . For a constant mass we have found that the propagation is causal for d=4 FRW spacetimes with a matter model described by the equation of state p = ω ρ, if and only if ω ∈ [−1, 1]. This in particular includes cosmological constant, dust and radiation dominated universes. Comparing this result to the weak-field condition found for the electromagnetic background in [14] which singles out preferred frames, we note that our condition is invariant under the FRW isometries.
The distinct features of the propagation of the longitudinal modes with time-dependent speed of light may also be relevant for models with explicit supersymmetry breaking, e.g. the MSSM. Interesting physical consequences may therefore be expected e.g. for bounds on gravitino dark matter. 
